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Abstract: Cold Spray (CS) Technology has proved to be an effective geometry restoration
technology to repair/restore/enhance the airworthiness of aging aircraft. The paper provides a
brief review of the literature in the area of CS activity followed by results from our studies
providing evidence that CS is a viable technology for structural repair applications. The
airworthiness community is concerned about the load carrying capability of the coating and
understanding the type of bonding between the CS coating and substrate. The primary aim of
this paper is to shed light on the current research and technological development in CS and
some critical experimental results from our studies. To study the structural behaviour of the CS,
Al 7075 –T651 plate was coated with 7075 Al atomized powder and the static and fatigue
performance were studied. Test specimens simulated repair of a 20% thickness loss by milling
Al 7075 master plates (9.1” x 8.75”) followed by depositing Al 7075 powder using the CS
process. During monotonic load tests, the strain was measured on both the coating and
substrate. Strain measurement on the coating shows load transfer until ~90% of the ultimate
tensile strength of the substrate material. Fractographic evidence shows dimple failure in both
the coating and at the interface. Similarly, the fracture surface of the fatigue coupons shows
evidence of striations in the coating and smooth transition between coating and substrate. These
observations strongly suggest that the CS bonding at the interface is truly by metallurgical
bonding. Test results are validated and supported by detailed fractographic studies.

INTRODUCTION
Technological breakthroughs in material processing have opened up whole new opportunities for maintaining
aging aircraft. One of the main challenges in maintaining aging aircraft is to find a reliable, effective and
economic repair process for both non-structural and structural repairs. Similarly, one of the focus areas for the
US Department of Defense (DOD) in the area of lifecycle corrosion research and development is a repair process
that restores corroded materials to an acceptable level of structural integrity and functionality. Among several
new manufacturing technologies additive manufacturing (AM) and cold spray (CS) are dominant players for
restoring or manufacturing aircraft structural parts. However, both these technologies are still in the beginning
stages for Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) approval even for non-structural (geometrical) applications.
Focus on the applied research towards commercial application and certification requirements is changing the
dynamics of these technologies. AM and CS are concurrent technologies based on different principles or
mechanisms of bonding. Broadly, AM is based on fusion of powder particles; whereas, CS is solid state bonding
due to high impact energy. In this regard, CS has its niche in repair and restoration of damaged parts primarily
from wear and corrosion. Thus, CS has proved to be an effective geometry restoration technology and has the
potential to repair/restore/enhance the airworthiness of aging aircraft. In light of the beneficial effect of the CS, it
is important to provide a brief background highlighting key developments in CS and CS structural repair
followed by the results and finding from our experimental studies.

BACKGROUND
CS was first developed in Russia during the mid-1980s at the Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics of
the Russian Academy of Science in Novosibirsk [1]. Later, in 1994-1995 the first research in CS was initiated in
the United States by A. Papyrin under the National Center for Manufacturing Sciences (NCMS) of Ann Arbor,
Michigan [1]. This CS technology falls under the larger family of thermal spray processes [1], and also known
as: Supersonic particle deposition (SPD), Cold Gas Dynamic Spraying, Kinetic Spraying, High Velocity Particle
Consolidation (HVPC) and High Velocity Powder Deposition. In simple term, the CS process is a technology in
which, metal, composite or polymer powder particles in a supersonic jet of compressed gas impact and bond
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with the substrate material. It is a surface metal deposition process that occurs at temperatures less than the
melting point and at very high impact velocity. Powder particles in the range 1- 50 m are accelerated to a high
velocity 300 to 1200 m/s using a deLaval or similar converging/diverging nozzle. As a result, the CS is a solid
state process and is controlled by processing parameters such, particle size, temperature, velocity, spray angle,
standoff distance and nozzle diameter. Some of the key characteristics of the CS are negligible or no heat
affected zone since it is a solid state process occurring below the melting temperature and the CS part can be
reworked as many times as needed.
As CS technology is relatively new, much of the work reported in the literature was mainly in understanding the
bonding mechanism through experimental and computational modelling [2-14]. Some of the observations in
these studies are: Adhesion only occurs when the powder particles exceed a critical impact velocity which is
specific to the spray material [4, 12], the bonding mechanism involves, metal jet formation caused by plastic
flow coupled with subsequent removal of oxide layer [2, 10], adiabatic shear instability, interface stability at the
particle substrate interface [5, 6, 10, 13], mechanical interlocking [5, 11] and mechanical interlocking and
metallurgical bonding [14]
Reviewing all these mechanisms or models, and, looking further with a metallurgical focus, all the mechanisms
aforementioned are possible due to the fact that at any impact event the particle deforms causing plastic shear
flow between the interacting surfaces (between particles or particle and substrate), breaking the surface oxides
during the plastic shear, creating crater and formation of metal jet, interfacial roll-ups, creating adiabatic shear
instability depending on the powder condition and velocity. Maximum shear between the interfaces can vary
depending on the impact angle. CS deposition characteristics as a function of impact angle have been reported
[14 -16]. It has been shown that bonding strength increases with decreasing spray angle and maximum bond
strength was observed at a 45° spray angle. However, the deposition efficiency and bulk strength of the CS was
reported to decrease with decreasing spray angle.
CS has until now been used to repair, restore and produce a protective coating. Reviews of CS deposition
characteristics, and potential and current applications have been reported [17-19]. Application of CS is now
expected to expand the boundaries from geometric restoration to metallization of polymers [20], hard ceramic
coatings on metal surfaces for wear and oxidation resistance [21-23] and structural restoration [24-26]. CS has
been proven a successful candidate for non-structural corrosion repair applications for commercial aircraft parts
The FAA has set guidelines on corrosion prevention and control on air vehicle parts and components [27].
Specifically, CS is aimed at repairing the corrosion damage under the “level 1” classification for structural
applications. Per FAA, “level 1” corrosion damage refers to damage occurring between successive inspections
that is local and can be reworked/blended-out within allowable limits as defined by the original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) in a structural repair manual (SRM) for a specific part. It is prudent to apply the CS coating
as part of the repair process as soon as the corrosion damage is detected and within SRM limits so that the
damage is not just repaired but protected from future corrosion damage occurrences. Reports in the literature
suggest that the CS surface has better corrosion protection and strength compared to that of the original material
[25-26, 28]. Current efforts on the use of CS for structural application is limited to a proof of concept
demonstration [24-26], and lacks a through engineering evaluation. Some of the critical questions that still
remain at large to ensure the applicability of CS repair for structural restoration. Unlike in conventional materials
databases that provide engineering design values, the CS coating lacks a standard handbook type mechanical
properties (both static and fatigue) and true evidence of the bonding characteristics. Due to the limited scope of
this paper, it is difficult to cover all aspects of our studies and effort and we will focus on the static and fatigue
performance of a CS repaired material. Evidence is also provided to show metallurgical bonding through
microstructural and fractographic studies.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Materials
The substrate material used in the study was 7075-T651, 6.35 mm aluminium plate. Gas atomized Al 7075 of
mean particles size 44 m was used. The chemical composition of the substrate and cold sprayed powder was
confirmed to meet the Al 7075 ASM handbook standard specification. To identify the elemental composition,
Fischer Scientific ARL Quanta Desk optical emission spectroscopy (OES) was used. Table I gives the chemical
composition of the standard, substrate and powder To confirm the chemical composition of the powders,
analysis was carried out on the coating after the spray was done.
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Table I. Chemical composition of the standard and material used

Materials

Si

Fe

Cu

Mn

Mg

Cr

Zn

Ti

Al

Standard

0.4 Max

0.5 Max

1.2-2.0

0.3 Max

2.1-2.9

0.18-0.28

5.1 - 6.1

0.2 Max

Balance

Substrate

0.16

0.29

1.547

0.039

2.426

0.224

5.824

0.0493

Balance

Powder

0.13

0.17

1.54

0.02

2.25

0.19

5.4

< 0.01

Balance

CS preparation
The study involves simulating corrosion damage on Al 7075 plate and repair using CS. A thickness loss of 20%
was simulated by milling Al 7075 master plates (9.1” x 8.75”) followed by depositing Al 7075 spray atomized
powder using the CS process. Test coupons were extracted from this master plate; orientation and location of the
individual test specimen origin were tracked. Schematic of the master plate (substrate) orientation, corrosion
grind out simulation, CS deposit and specimen extraction is shown in Figure 1. CS was deposited using a high
pressure VRC Gen III cold spray system. The spray parameters used for this study are listed in the Table II.

Figure 1. Schematic shows orientation of the master plate, grind out simulation, CS deposit and specimen
extraction
Table II. Cold Spray Process Parameters

Parameters

Values

Powder size
Carrier gas type
Gas pressure
Nozzle travel velocity
Standoff distance
Powder feed rate
Gun temperature

6 - 44 m
Nitrogen
575 - 700 psi
175 - 300 mm/sec
15 - 25 mm
2 - 6 rpm
350 - 475 °C
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Characterization and Testing
Al 7075 powder was characterized to study the morphology as well as microstructure of the gas atomized
powder using a Nikon Optical microscope and TESCAN VEGA – 3 XMU scanning electron microscope (SEM).
Hardness measurements were carried out on the cross section of CS coated material using a MTS SA2 nanoindenter. Forty indents were taken from three locations, arbitrarily named pattern 1, 2, and 3, across the CS and
substrate to evaluate the CS hardness characteristics.
Mechanical properties of the CS material were evaluated using a MTS 22 kip servo hydraulic test frame. During
the monotonic load test, strain was measured using strain gages on both the coating and substrate at the midsection of the gauge length. Force controlled constant amplitude fatigue testing was carried out at max
(maximum stress) of 124, 200 and 241 MPa and three different stress ratios (R) of 0.5, 0.02 and -1. Further,
fatigue tests were carried out in both laboratory atmospheres, as well as in 100 % relative humidity (RH).
Fatigue coupons under 100% RH were done after exposing to salt fog per ASTM B117 for 126 hours.
Fractographic studies were then carried out on the failed coupons to understand the failure mechanism.
Residual stress measurement was also carried out on the CS material using a progressive slitting technique [29,
33] and measuring strain. Three random specimens named specimen 1, 2 and 3, from the master plates were
taken and RS measured. The specimens were approximately 5.25” in length, 0.53” in width, and 0.25” in
thickness. Each specimen was slit using a wire EDM at its approximate mid-length starting in the deposited
material. A single strain gage was applied to the back face of the substrate directly behind the slit, oriented to
measure residual stress along the length. For each incremental slit depth, the strain change was monitored and
recorded using a commercial Wheatstone Bridge instrument. The measured strain versus slit depth data was used
to compute residual stress. The material constant used for calculations are elastic modulus E = 10.39 GPa,
poison’s ratio  = 0.33.
Results and Discussion
Powder characterization
As received powder size, morphology and microstructure were characterized using an optical microscope, SEM,
and EDS. The powder size had a tighter control in the particle distribution with less than 0.5% below 10 m. The
morphology of the particle was predominantly spherical and the microstructural observation of the polished
powders revealed fine dendrites as one expects from rapid solidification from gas atomization. SEM micrograph
of the representative powder and polished microstructure of the powders are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3,
respectively. Distribution of particle size plays a dominant role in the quality coating as the size distribution
determines how many particles will reach above the critical velocity for good adhesion. The CS process
parameters specifically the velocity depends on particle size and morphology [12-14, 18]. If the percentages of
smaller size particles are large, then those particles won’t be able to reach the critical velocity resulting in poor
adhesion which is detrimental to strength of the CS coatings. Based on the particle analysis and evaluation; thus,
the measured size distribution is optimal for CS coatings.

Figure 2. SEM micrograph shows representative
morphology of Al 7075 powder particles used in
this study

Figure 3. Optical micrograph shows fine dendrites
in the polished Al 7075 powders used in this study
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Microstructural investigation on the cross section of the coating shows the type of the bonding
mechanism operative in the CS. Based on the observation it appears both mechanical
interlocking and adiabatic shear flow between the interfaces plays a major role in bonding.
Figures 4 and 5 show SEM micrographs of the CS coating with clear interface, mechanical
interlocking and plastic shear between the interfaces. Based on the microstructural
observation, the evidence of the mixed bonding mechanism indicates the CS has good
adhesion.

Plastic shear flow

Figure 4. SEM micrograph shows CS coating and
substrate interface bonding mechanism

Figure 5. SEM micrograph shows plastic shear flow
at the interface between particle and the substrate

The hardness profile measured from the cross section of the CS coating using a nanoindenter is shown in the
Figure 6. The hardness value in the CS is less than that of the substrate though the metal powder (7075) used
for coating is the same as that of the substrate (7075). Hardness in the CS were in the range of 1.2 - 1.7 GPa,
whereas, the substrate hardness ranged from 2.15 to 2.3 GPa. Observation of such low hardness values is not
suprising mainly due to the different temper state of the coating and substrate. The Al 7075 powder was in a
solutionized state (W-Temper) compared to substrate being in a peakaged state (T651). Similar low
hardness values are reported in the literate for the system i.e. 7075 Al powder on 7075 –T73 susbtrate [32].
Also the report indicates coating properties can be tuned by manupulating the powder pre-heat treatment.

Figure 6. Hardness distribution across the CS and substrate measured using nano-indenter
The stress – strain curve from the monotonic load test is given Figure 7. An important observation is that
there is a coninuous strain measurement until the yield point indicating good adhesion and cohesive bonding
in the coating. Experimentally measured strength values, ASM handbook values [32] for 7075 in T651,
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annealed and numerically calculated CS values using the liner rule of mixture (ROM) is tabluated in Table
III. CS can be modelled as bi-metallic, similar to dissimilar metal joining in hot rolled three layer sheets [33]
or co-extruded Mg-Al [34]. In dissimilar metal joined materials, the ROM is found to be in good agreement
between measured and calculated mechanical properties, specifically modulus, and yield strength [33, 34].
Since the CS coating is usually processed from powders having different strength characteristics than their
substrates, the final properties can be calculated using the ROM. CS mechanical properties were calculated
using the following relationship .
(CS) = (%CT*CP) + ((1-%CT)*Sub),
where, CS is strength of CS coated material, CT is coating thickness, CP is Cold spray powder, and Sub is
substrate.
In the ROM, the area or volume fraction is used instead of coating thickness. However, in this case, the
property is related to percent coating thickness which is similar to the area percentage if one considers the
cross section area in the gauge section. Results from the tensile test indicated both the ultimate strength
(UTS) and yield strength (YTS) of the CS are less than the Al-7075- T651, the original substrate material.
UTS dropped from 538 to 462 MPa, (14%) and, YTS dropped from 462 to 421 MPa (9%). Though there is a
debit in the strength, calculated values using the ROM shows a comparable strength between the calculated
and measured values. Use of an annealed value to calculate the CS properties needs to investigated further.
However, the method indicates a possible solution for a first order estimation. The numerical modelling can
be more robust by introducing factors taking into account the interface bond (adhesion strength) strength
and cohesion strength calculated seperately. Fractographic studies confirms the CS coating has good
bonding characterisicts and was carrying load. Interface tearing at the bond line indicating a good adhesion
is shown in Figure 8, and dimple failure between particles interfaces indicates a good cohesion strength
shown Figure 9.
Table III. Measured and calculated tensile properties of CS material

Specimen

Ftu, MPa

Fty, MPa

Elongation, %

Elastic Modulus, GPa

7075-T651*
7075 - O*
7075+CS**
7075+CS***

538
276
462
485.6

462
145
421
398.6

9.0
10
9.3
9.2

71
71
72
71

*- ASM handbook value, ** - Experimental measured property, *** - Calculated using liner rule of mixture

Figure 7. Represetative stress-strain curve for the
CS coated specimen
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Figure 8. SEM micrograph shows tearing at the
interface indicating good adhesive bonding
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Figure 9. High magnification SEM image shows
shallow and finer dimples on the fracture surface
of the coating
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Figure 10. Plot shows fatigue test results for all
CS specimens tested in lab air, and, salt fog
exposed and tested in humid environment

The fatigue tests results tested at different R (0.5, 0.02 and -1) for lab air, and slat fog exposed and tested in
100% RH are shown in Figure 10. The fatigue life of the CS coated 7075 – T651 coupons is of the same
order of the base material for 199 MPa, 0.5 R test condition; whereas, for the remaining stress conditions
and all R the fatigue life is an order magnitude less than the base material. Similarly, the fatigue life of the
salt fog exposed and humid environment tested coupons shows reduced life compared to the lab air tested
coupons. The decrease in life is about an order of magnitude for all tested parameters. SEM observation of
the fracture surface from the fatigue test specimens shows striations in the cold spray coating indicating, the
coating is indeed load bearing which is crucial for structural applications. Further, crack nucleation sites
were observed in both the coating as well as near the interface. Figures 11 and 12 show SEM micrographs of
the fracture surfaces that show crack nucleation sites as well as striations observed in the coating. Figure 13
shows an overview of the fracture surface of the salt fog exposed and humid environment tested coupons
tested at 200 MPa and R of 0.02. Higher magnification of the corrosion pit where the fatigue crack nucleated
is shown in Figure 14. An interesting feature of this environment testing is that the fatigue crack nucleated
from corrosion pits from the substrate rather on CS surface. Further, there was no corrosion pits observed on
the CS surface indicating the CS acts as cathodic protection.

Figure 11. SEM micrograph shows fatigue fracture
of the specimen tested at Smax = 241 MPa and R =
0.02

Figure 12. SEM micrograph shows striations on the
coating indicating load bearing
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Figure 13. SEM micrograph shows environmentally Figure 14. Higher magnification SEM image shows
tested fracture surface showing crack nucleation
crack nucleation from the corrosion pit in the
from the substrate
substrate side
The disribution of residual stress measured using a slitting method as a funtion of depth is shown in Figure
15. All the specimens show a distinct region of compressive stress in the CS coating as well as just beneath
the interface. This compressive stress region is followed by a region of tensile residual stress which
eventually falls to zero. The observed measurement to measurement variability between multiple specimens
was relatively low. The residual stress distribution through the thickness is important not only to understand
the coating characteristics but also for fatigue applications. Observation of compressive residaul stress in
the coating and just beneath the substrate is an ideal scenario for these repair coatings since compressive
stress impedes crack nucleation and growth.

Figure 15. Plot shows residual stress distribution as a function depth

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
CS repair technology was evaluated in view of structural applications through microstructural examination
and mechanical testing. Microstructural characterization of the coating through the cross section examinaion
confirmed mixed bonding mechanisms consiting of mechanical interlocking and severe plastic flow between
the interfaces. The strength of the CS material was lower than the substrate and was found to be affected by
8
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the powder temper condition. Continuous strain measurement until the yield point indicates good adhesion
and cohesive bonding in the coating. Fatigue behavior of the CS material was comparable to that of wrought
alloys at the low stress tested condition. The fatigue study revealed no delamination of the coating even
under R = -1 under all stress conditions tested indicating good coating integrity. Salt fog exposed coupons
showed corrosion damage on the substrate that resulted in inferior fatigue performance in a humid
environment due to crack nucleation from the corrosion pit in the substrate. The decrease in fatigue life in
CS coated samples was not due to corrosion in the CS coating, but corrosion in the base material.
Preliminary study on the evaluation of the CS shows a promising technology for structural repair
applications. It is recommended that the study needs to be extended to evaluate the crack growth and fatigue
life specific to at least three different reapir ratios within the SRM limits of the structure. SRM limits vary
based on the aircraft type, type of structure (primary, secondary) and location on the aircraft for the same
type of parts. For example, SRM limits for aircraft skin will be different for a different location on the
aircraft. Thus, it is necessary to consider these limits in choosing the rapir ratios for developing the crack
growth studies. Further, optimizing powder processing is critical to benefit the CS properties of the final
coating. The ROM can be extended to estimate the strength of the CS materials.
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